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• Bradley, Stephen P., Arnoldo C. Hax, and Thomas L. Magnanti. 
Applied mathematical programming. Addison-Wesley (1977). 
Chapter 1 Mathematical Programming:  an overview [URL]

Readings
2

https://web.mit.edu/15.053/www/AppliedMathematicalProgramming.pdf
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Transportation: Foundations & Methods
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Transportation

Mathematical 
modeling Computing

What is the right 
mathematical tool for 

the right problem?
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Big picture overview of the course
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Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Model transportation systems Optimize transportation systems

StochasticDeterministic Multi-stage Single-stage
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Unit 4: Optimizing transportation resources
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LAB 4: Solve the traveling 
salesman problem 

LAB 3: Build an AI agent 
to optimize traffic 

Cumulative 
diagrams

Numerical 
integration

Deep learning

Deep Q Networks

Q-learning

Value iteration

Markov decision 
processes

Branch-and-bound

Integer 
programs

Modeling 
mathematical 

programs

Time-space 
diagrams

Queueing models

Uncertainty

Poisson process

LAB 1: Build your 
own traffic jam

Sequential 
decision 

problems

LAB 2: Build a queuing 
model for Seattle transit 

Facility dynamics

Discrete event 
simulation

Markov chains

Linear programs

Traffic flow 
theory

Simplex method
Vehicle 

dynamics

Unit 4

Optimizing

Single-stage
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Outline

1. Linear programming

2. Linearizing non-linear problems

3. Modeling caveats and standard form
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Outline

1. Linear programming
a. Transit ridership problem

2. Linearizing non-linear problems

3. Modeling caveats and standard form
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Mathematical programming (Bradley et al., 1977, Chapter 1) 
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Mathematical programming, and especially linear programming, is one of the best 
developed and most used branches of management science. 

It concerns the optimum allocation of limited resources among 
competing activities, under a set of constraints imposed by the nature 

of the problem being studied. 
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Main components of an optimization problem
1. Objective function
• summarizes the objective of the problem (max, min)

2. Constraints
• limitations placed on the problem; control allowable solutions
• problem statement: ‘given...’, ‘must ensure...’, ‘subject to’
• equations or inequalities or variable value types

3. Decision variables
• quantities, decisions to be determined
• multiple types (real numbers, non-negative, integer, binary)

An optimization problem with linear 
objective function AND linear constraints is 

called a linear program / a linear 
optimization problem

11
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Linear Programming model
§ There are 𝑛 quantifiable decisions to be made. Choose their values such as to  min/max an 

objective.  𝑥!, 𝑥", … , 𝑥#  decision variables
min 𝑐!𝑥! + 𝑐"𝑥" +⋯+ 𝑐#𝑥#
𝑠. 𝑡.	
𝑎!!𝑥! + 𝑎!"𝑥" +	…+ 𝑎!#𝑥# = 𝑏!
𝑎"!𝑥! + 𝑎""𝑥" +	…+ 𝑎"#𝑥# = 𝑏"
…
𝑎$!𝑥! + 𝑎$"𝑥" +	…𝑎$#𝑥# = 𝑏$
𝑥% ≥ 0

§ 𝑥&: level of activity 𝑗 (for 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛)
§ 𝑐&: increase in objective function that would result from each unit increase in the level of 

the activity 𝑗
§ 𝑏%: amount of resource 𝑖 that is available for allocation to activities (𝑚 resources, 𝑖 =
1, 2, … ,𝑚)

§ 𝑎%&: amount of resource 𝑖 consumed by each unit of activity 𝑗
§ Model parameters: 𝑐&, 𝑏%, 𝑎%&. They are input constants for the model.

13
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max
!
𝑐"𝑥	

𝑠. 𝑡. 	𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏
	 𝑥 ≥ 0	

where 𝑥 ∈ ℝ# , 𝑐 =

𝑐$
𝑐%
⋮
𝑐#

, 𝐴 =

𝑎$$ 𝑎$% ⋯ 𝑎$#
𝑎%$ 𝑎%% ⋯ 𝑎%#
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑎&$ 𝑎&% ⋯ 𝑎&#

, and	𝑏 =

𝑏$
𝑏%
⋮
𝑏#

Linear program
14
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General mathematical programs
A general (possibly nonlinear) mathematical program is of the form:

max
!
	𝑓'(𝑥)

𝑠. 𝑡. 	 𝑓$ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏$
	 𝑓% 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏%
	 ⋮
	 𝑓& 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏&
	 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋

where 𝑋 denotes a (possibly infinite) set of valid variable scopes.

15
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max
!,#

𝑐$𝑥 + 𝑑$𝑦	

𝑠. 𝑡. 	𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏
	 𝐶𝑦 = 𝑒
	 𝑥, 𝑦 ≥ 0	
	 𝑦 ∈ ℤ%

&!

where A, b, c are as before, 

and d =

𝑑'
𝑑(
⋮
𝑑&!

, 𝐶 =

𝑐'' 𝑐'( ⋯ 𝑐'&!
𝑐(' 𝑐(( ⋯ 𝑐(&!
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑐)' 𝑐)( ⋯ 𝑐)!&!

, and	𝑒 =

𝑒'
𝑒(
⋮
𝑒)!

Note that the constraints and objective remain linear.

Mixed integer linear program
16
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Example: transit ridership
§ A transit agency is performing a review of its services. It has decided 

to measure its overall effectiveness in terms of the total number of 
riders it serves. The agency operates a number of modes of 
transport. The table shows the average number of  riders generated 
by each trip (by mode) and the cost of each trip (by mode).

§ Give a formulation of the problem to maximize the total average 
number of riders the agency services given a fixed daily budget of 
$5,000.

Mode Heavy rail Light rail BRT Bus

Avg. ridership per trip (r i) 400 125 60 40

Avg. cost ($) per trip (c i) 200 80 40 30

17
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Outline

1. Mathematical programming

2. Linear programming

3. Linearizing non-linear problems
a. Ride-hailing problem

4. Modeling caveats and standard form

19
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Non-linearity
§ In a Linear Program (LP),
• objective function AND constraints MUST BE linear
• variable type must be continuous
• e.g. real numbers, non-negatives are OK
• integers, binary NOT OK

§ max 𝑥$, 𝑥%, … , 𝑥(𝑦( , 𝑥( , etc. ⇒ non-linear (if 𝑥(  and 𝑦(  are both 
variables)
• sometimes there is a way to convert these types of constraints into linear 

constraints by adding some decision variables

20
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Non-linear programming
Maximize 𝑧 = 60𝑥$ − 5𝑥$% + 80𝑥% − 4𝑥%%

subject to:
	 6𝑥$ + 5𝑥% ≤ 60
10𝑥$ + 20𝑥% ≤ 150
	 8 ≥ |𝑥$| ≥ 0
	 𝑥% ≥ 0
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Dealing with absolute values
Goal: We want to formulate the following as a linear program

min 5𝑥 + 2 𝑦
𝑠. 𝑡.
𝑥 + 𝑦 ≥ 9

§ Option 1
𝑦 = max 𝑦,−𝑦

§ Option 2
• Add a new variable 𝑣 
• Replace by 𝑣 ≥ 𝑦 and 𝑣 ≥ −𝑦

§ Formulation 1:
min 5𝑥 + 2𝑣
𝑠. 𝑡.
	 𝑣 ≥ 𝑦
	 𝑣 ≥ −𝑦
𝑥 + 𝑦 ≥ 9

23

y

z=min|y|

-y

y

z=min v

𝑣 ≥ 𝑦 𝑣 ≥ −𝑦

v, |y|
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Minimizing piecewise linear convex cost functions
Example

Costs defined as: J
𝑐 𝑥 = 𝑐)𝑥 + 𝑑), ∀𝑥 ∈ −∞, 𝑎
𝑐 𝑥 = 𝑐%𝑥 + 𝑑%, ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑎, 𝑏 	
𝑐 𝑥 = 𝑐$𝑥 + 𝑑$, ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑏,+∞

What to do?
Introduce a new variable 𝑡 with objective min 𝑡 such that:

𝑡 = max 𝑐)𝑥 + 𝑑), 𝑐%𝑥 + 𝑑%, 𝑐$𝑥 + 𝑑$

In linear form: J
𝑡 ≥ 𝑐)𝑥 + 𝑑)
𝑡 ≥ 𝑐%𝑥 + 𝑑%
𝑡 ≥ 𝑐$𝑥 + 𝑑$

Exercise: Construct an argument for the validity of this formulation

24
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Ride Hailing Problem 
§ A new startup ride hailing company DropMe, has a budget of $150,000 to expand its taxi fleet. 
§ In order to increase their revenue, the firm is considering expanding its taxi fleet so that it can 

cover more suburban areas.
§ Diminishing marginal returns: However, the larger the fleet, the less effective the reach of new 

passengers.
§ DropMe is considering of adding two types of vehicles to its fleet (type A and type B) to combat 

the diminishing marginal returns by maintaining a certain “cool factor.” 
§ Each addition of a type A vehicle costs $1,000 and each addition of type B vehicle costs $10,000. 
§ At most 30 more type A vehicles and at most 15 more type B vehicles can be added to DropMe 

fleet due to state law restrictions.
§ The objective is to maximize the number of new passengers reached through this new fleet. 
§ Formulate this problem as a linear program.

<latexit sha1_base64="WieNLdziEqugsv/0BU7soSuseB4=">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</latexit>

Nb. of additions Nb. of new passengers reached
Type A 1� 10 900

11� 20 600
21� 30 300
1� 5 10,000

Type B 6� 10 5,000
11� 15 2,000

26
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Outline

1. Mathematical programming

2. Linear programming

3. Linearizing non-linear problems

4. Modeling caveats and standard form

31
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Caveats on mathematical programming model

32

It’s a model!

• It’s an abstract idealization of the real problem
• Simplifying assumptions and approximations are often needed to obtain a 

tractable  model (i.e. model that can be solved in a reasonable amount of 
time)

• Models provide insights rather than accurate quantitative forecasts
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Caveats on mathematical programming model

33

“Good model”

• Predicts the relative effects of alternative decisions with sufficient accuracy 
to permit a sound decision

• There is high correlation between the model predictions and what would  
actually happen in the real world, as opposed to high accuracy in the model  
forecasts
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Caveats on mathematical programming model

34

“Optimal solutions”

• Are optimal with regards to the underlying model, which is a simplification of  reality
• There is no guarantee that this solution will prove to be the best possible  solution when 

implemented, because there are just too many uncertainties  associated to the real 
problem

• A well formulated and validated (tested) model should lead to solutions that  are a good 
approximation to an ideal course of action for the real problem
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Assumptions of the Linear Programming model

35

Main assumptions:
• Proportionality
• Additivity
• Divisibility
• Certainty

Does a linear programming 
formulation provide a 

satisfactory representation 
of a problem? 

min 𝑐!𝑥! + 𝑐"𝑥" +⋯+ 𝑐#𝑥#
𝑠. 𝑡.	
𝑎!!𝑥! + 𝑎!"𝑥" +	…+ 𝑎!#𝑥# = 𝑏!
𝑎"!𝑥! + 𝑎""𝑥" +	…+ 𝑎"#𝑥# = 𝑏"

…
𝑎$!𝑥! + 𝑎$"𝑥" +	…𝑎$#𝑥# = 𝑏$

𝑥% ≥ 0
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Converting constraints to standard form
36

Standard form
min 𝑐"𝑥

𝑠. 𝑡. 	 𝐴	𝑥 = 	𝑏
𝑥 ≥ 	0

Non-standard form
§ What about 𝑎'𝑥' 	+ 	𝑎(𝑥( ≥	𝑏'?
§ Replace with:

• 𝑥' ∶= 𝑎!𝑥! 	+ 	𝑎"𝑥"	–	𝑏! (constraint)
• Add constraint: 𝑥' ≥ 	0

§ What about 𝑥' ≤ 	0?
§ Replace with:

• Define 𝑥" ∶= 	−𝑥!	(constraint)
• Add constraint 𝑥" ≥ 0.

§ Why is this important?
• Solvers (software) often require LPs 

to be formulated in standard form.
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Additional exercises

39
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Example: emergency response
§ An emergency response center is to be located in a region with 4 

major communities. The communities are located at
𝑥$, 𝑦$ , 𝑥%, 𝑦% , 𝑥), 𝑦) , 𝑥*, 𝑦*

1. Choose the optimal location of emergency response center to minimize the  
sum of distances from each community

2. Choose the optimal location of emergency response center to minimize the  
maximum distance from each community

§ Formulate the above as linear programs.
§ These are also known as facility location problems.
§ Use the Manhattan distance
• Consider 2 points:

p! = 𝑥!, 𝑦! , p" = 𝑥", 𝑦"
• Manhattan distance metrics

d(p!, p") = 𝑥! − 𝑥" + 𝑦! − 𝑦"
Makes sense in cases of grid-like road systems (like Manhattan)
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